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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of my thesis is to create ceramic sculp
tural containers, exploring both the aesthetic and the
practical aspects of the container. I tried to merge the
ideas of sculpture and function in order to create things
that people could use in a practical sense and enjoy as
art. This project allowed me to express my reasons for
choosing ceramics as my field of specialization. My feel
ing is that work in clay can and should be spontaneous.
When I discovered the technique of wedging clays, I found
the beginnings of a style of my own.
Throughout my thesis work I wanted to create works
I would enjoy making and later using. A spontaneous smile
of enjoyment rather than a questioning glance of why? or
what? is the response I would like my works to evoke. To
attain this end I sometimes sacrificed the idea of function.
I gave names to most of my works as they took form. For
me each piece had a special character right from its
beginning and thus practically named itself. I have en
joyed making the works for my thesis and if they now can
be enjoyed and used by others I will feel that I have
had a very worthwhile experience.
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CHAPTER I
CHRONOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT OF WORKS
PRECEDING MAJOR THESIS WORKS
My final thesis project of creating sculptural con
tainers evolved very slowly. My first works at the School
for American Craftsmen were attempts to create teapots
which would take on a humanistic or animalistic character.
I wanted these pots to be more than just functional wares.
These first works during the summer of 1966 were not very
successful in any way, but they were the beginning of
experiments with the various forms and shapes which make
up the teapot. When I returned to school in September, I
was unsure of what direction I would work toward. I began
the year concentrating on improving my throwing ability.
The search for a more definite goal proved to be a trying
period. Finally, after Frans had shown us certain slides
which included jewelry boxes by Roy Cartwright, I became
interested in creating a, jewelry box that would be both
a functional pot and a beautiful sculptural object.
Frans gave me numerous ideas and I especially liked.
his idea of a jewelry box being a hiding place. I wanted
to create pieces that would surprise the observer by
their function. My real work for the year began with the
making of these jewel-like containers. I struggled with
the problem for quite awhile, beginning with simple
thrown forms. I then progressed to more complicated
structures made from thrown pieces, and I also began work
ing with slabs. All my attempts left me dissatisfied as
none came near to being as jewel-like as I wished.
In the meantime Frans had demonstrated a practical
way of wedging a hard and soft clay together with a sticks
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I began wedging some clay in this manner and became
intrigued by the shapes, lines and textures the stick
created in the clay. I quickly wedged some slabs full of
textures and built a jewelry box that looked something
like an Indian pueblo (Plate 1). The marks and indenta
tions of the stick had created numerous shadow effects
in the box. Although this piece did not become jewel-like
in its appearance, it did satisfy my goal of creating a
jewelry box which would seem to hide its function. But
most importantly, it provided me with the technique I was
to use throughout the year and throughout my thesis project,
The other jewelry containers I was marking at this
time were taking on a more animated character. They were
made from small thrown forms attached to one a-nother in
a more sculptural ma,nner (Pla,tes 2 and 3). All the pieces
were not thrown forms. Parts were chunks of clay modelled
to merge the thrown parts of the
"creature."
These were
becoming more of the kind of thing I wanted to create,
the animated creatures I had imagined while working on
the teapots. At this time I was thinking of a thesis
project of la,rge outdoor animal sculptures and the relative
success of these pieces gave me new ideas. During spring,
1967, I discovered the wedging technique which I was to
use so much. I was now tired of the jewelry containers and
decided to concentrate on small-scale textured animal
sculptures as a prelimina,ry to what I thought might grow
into the thesis project I mentioned previously (outdoor
sculptures) .
I now became very interested in experimenting with
the textural quality of clay. Being tired of boxes, 1
wanted to create something with more life. The forms of
the animalistic teapots returned and I set out to create
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animated sculptures, drawing ideas from animals, figures,
and plants. I wanted to create animated sculptures in
which textures would delight the hand and eye. These
creatures were rather small in size, all being less than
three feet in height (Plates 4, 5, and 6). I decided to see
how my creatures would look without glazes as they were so
rich in texture. They were first bisqued and then refired,
the first few to cone nine reduction. As separate pieces I
enjoyed them without further additions, but viewed together
they took on an almost funerary aspect as thay had been
heavily reduced. Certain pieces were refired at lower
temperatures with a thin cover of slip. After this first
firing to cone nine I decided to fire no higher than cone
five, and to try for a, lighter reduction so that the sur
faces would have a greater variety of natural clay colors.
At cone nine the clay not only became extremely dark, but
many of the subtle textural variations also seemed to melt
away. The pieces fired to cone five were more satisfactory
in these respects. Some of these were also refired at cone
04 after applying a thin layer of slip. I tried to let
the textures be the main decoration, using the slips just
to highlight certain areas.
Certain of these creatures were very successful; others
were complete failures. I found that those in which the
textures served as the decoration gave me more enjoyment
in their creation and completion. The ones I strove to
decorate with heavy glazes were agonizing failures. These
results led me to experiment more with the clay color
because I wa,nted a more natural color variation in my
works. I began wedging together various days in use in
the shop to see how they would look and if they would hold
together through the firings, I worked mainly with the #1
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dark stoneware body I had been using for throwing, the #2
tan colored body being used by a fellow student to build
a wall, the #3 lighter stoneware body used by the class,
and the #4 black body. I liked the variations produced by
the first two clays and was encouraged by their holding
together through firings to cone five and cone nine.
I then began using the two clays wedged together
in creating further creatures and in decorating a few
pieces of functional ware. I wanted to see if I could
take thin slabs of textures and apply them to thrown forms.
I enjoyed the decorative aspect of these pieces, but they
necessarily became rather heavy with the addition of the
slabs. The most successful were pieces in which the pot
and the texture were made with the same clay (Plate 7).
These pieces also looked well when glazes were applied.
Another small stoneware teapot decorated with the tan
sculptural body had a very nice decorative quality due
to the color variations of the two clay bodies. But the
tension between the two clays caused the pot to crack on
the bottom. I continued trying to combine these two clays
together in this manner, attempting to overcome the dif
ficulty because it did create an interesting decoration.
I had more success in later pieces by applying thinner
layers of textures, attempting to keep all walls the same
thickness. I found that one way to achieve this end was to
leave a fairly heavy bottom (untrimmed) on the thrown
piece and to make the walls fairly thin. This allowed
for more variety in the application of textures.
I had turned to decorating thrown forms with my
textures as I needed a new incentive in order to progress
further with my ideas. At this time I also decided to try
creating a large sculpture to see how far I could push
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the textures, and to see if this could become a thesis
project. I began with a sketch of the sculpture which
was to be in three parts. 'When the pieces were completed
I found that I could rearrange them and have
"different"
sculptures. This project grew, rather large (about three
feet in height) and took on an animalistic as well as a
naturalistic character. The textures were perhaps over
done; much of the work resembled the deeply indented bark
of a tree. I found completing the three pieces (Plate 8)
became quite a job, but I did enjoy playing with the tex
tures. It seemed I had to get these bark-like textures
out of my system before I could progress further. I do not
consider this piece one of my better ones, but it did
teach me many lessons and directed me to new goals. I no
longer wanted to create pure sculptures it seemed too
easy to create forms that you could explain as sculpture.
I decided to return to creating containers, containers
that would look like anything but containers. I wanted to
create ones that would stand as sculptures. And, as in
the jewelry box, I wanted to create something that would
bring surprise and enjoyment upon discovery of the object's
purpose. First I wanted my works to be appreciated as
sculptures, and then to cause surprise when the viewer
found that they had covers, spouts, and handles, and were
thus functional wares.
I found the dividing line between sculpture and con
tainer hard to find at times. Some pieces, conceived and
created to contain things, seemed to defy any type of con
tents and seemed determined to stand alone. I found this
project much more stimulating than ajay previous one, as
it allowed me to create and enjoy the aspects of sculpture
as well as that of functional wares. Some pieces stand
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more successfully as sculptures, some as containers, and
a few succeed as the sculptural containers which I had set
as my goal.
During Spring Quarter 1967 I proposed this thesis idea
to Hobart and Frans, and they helped me in developing it
further. I wanted to return to the use of more form in my
work. The last large scale sculpture had been created so
much from just a feeling for texture that I felt a need to
work with definite forms. I wanted the textures to be an
integral part of the forms. I began using larger textured
slabs so that the works would have more unity in their
design. I found I controlled the textures better now, and
I found myself using less texture. I now used texture to
emphasize certain forms rather than to build the form with.
During Spring Quarter and the following Summer Session
I created the major pieces of my thesis, beginning with
fairly large size sculptural containers (three feet in
height) and then proceeding to medium (about a foot in
height) and very small pieces (six inches to a foot in
height). This period proved the most enjoyable for me and




My thesis works were made in groups, the first during
Spring Quarter, 1967. Each piece was conceived as a specific




- covered jar (Plate 9)
2)
"Lady"
- planter (Plate 10)
3)"Islamic
Figure"
- covered jar (Plate 11)
4)
"Man"
- vase (Plate 12)
In this group the size of the pieces ranges from sixteen
inches to three feet in height. These four pieces were
meant to stand as containers and as sculptures. A "Sunken
Ship"
seems the least successful as both things. The
"Man"
stands better as a sculpture than as a container. The
"Lady"
and an "Islamic Figure" are the two best examples of wha,t
I was striving for among this group. These two pieces are
successful as sculptures and also as containers. The cover
fits the jar well and is also well integrated as a part of
the sculpture; the rounded body of the figure creates an
ample container. And as a sculpture the jar is interesting
from all angles and takes on different meanings for differ
ent people: a figure, a flower, a bird, etc. The planter
is similar, successful alone as a sculpture; it takes on
added interest when a plant is added . The contrast between
the color of the plant and the colors of the clays is
especially good and very natural looking.
These first works, as well as most of the ones to
follow, can be traced to various influences which I will
discuss in detail in Chapter III. They all began as sketches
which were freely adapted in the clay; but all still resemble
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the original ideas in form and outline. All the pieces
were built from large slabs of clay which I first rolled
smooth and then textured with many things: long, thin sticks;
the rounded ends of a wooden paddle; various tools. I used
this method of texturing throughout all the thesis works.
Sometimes I would place a large slab of smooth clay against
a heavily textured area for contrast. As my works progressed
I tried more and more to simplify my designs by using a mini
mum of textured area,s. Too often the pieces became overwhelmed
by the rich textures. Another innovation was to wedge
together clays of different colors for even more contrast.
This method also gave many pieces the extra decorative
quality they needed. They were too textured to use a glaze
on, but the variety of clay colors gave them the liveli
ness tha,t a glaze often gives to a piece.
I tried majiy kinds of clays: a dark brown (#1); a tan
(#2); a red (#3); and a black (#4)- I used these various
colors because I wanted to retain the natural clay color





I used two clays, a dark





I used (#1) and (#3).
All these v/orks were fired slowly from a green state up to
cone five reduction in the twelve cubic foot Alpine. Each
piece has great variation in color due to the different
clays used and to the variation in the amount of reduction
received by each piece. None of these wa,s glazed on the
outside as I had planned. I did gla.ze the interiors of the
jars to make them more functional, and also to make them
more beautiful and interesting when their function is
discovered. A "Sunken
Ship"
was glazed a bright semi-
transparent yellow (#18) and an "Islamic Figure" was glazed
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with an off-white silky matte, 1000AM (see Appendix for
all glazes). Both were then refired to cone 04 oxidation.
The glazes took well even though the works had already
been fired to cone five.
Applying glares to works which had been fired once
presented a few problems. In order to keep the glaze from
running off the fired clay it was necessary to warm the
pieces in a kiln before applying the glaze. If a gla,ze
were thin I would apply a few coa.ts, allowing ea,ch to dry
thoroughly before applying the next. In .most cases the
application was thick enough and there were no other prob
lems during the firing.
In these first pieces I explored va,rious meajis of
supporting my figures. A "Sunken
Ship"
was created first
and had a simple, wide oval ba.se which is also part of the
container. It is the most sta/ble of the four types, but
the least interesting. In the
"Lady" I had begun with two
supporting legs, but added a, third to balance it better.
This solution was a satisfactory one and fitted easily into
the design of the figure. In the third piece, an "Islamic
Figure,'? I tried a single foot. This was one of the few
in. which the firing affected the supports. I had made the
foot vertical, but through the drying and firing processes
it shifted to the side. Fortunately, this change did not
adversely affect the piece. It still stands well-balanced
axid the lines of the foot seem to follow the lines of the
body better now. In the last of this group, the
"Man,"
I
determined to use two feet again and to make them work
alone this time. I worried about these supports before the
firing (I had used posts and fire bricks while it was dry
ing), but it proved a sturdy piece once fired.
The covers of the jars presented problems in these
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as well as in later pieces. In order to stand as a sculp
ture, the division between jar and cover must seem almost
invisible. This end was achieved by making the piece as a
whole, then cutting the top off at a previously planned
spot. The cutting-off spot is thus almost unnoticeable
because it is at a place which suits the design of the
work. I sometimes added bits of clay on the inside and/or
outside to provide a kind of lock to keep the cover in
place. These additions often added to the piece, the most,
successful being the "Islamic
Figure." Hot all the covers
are so successful in fitting the pieces; some warped
slightly in drying or while being fired. They are often
difficult to put back on; because of the irregular design
of the pieces, the covers will only fit on one way. But I
did not consider this more than a minor inconvenience. It
suits the animated character of the pots that the holder
has to understand them before using them.
The second group of works wa,s made during the summer
of 1967. These were also planned as containers and are
similar in size to the first group. The group includes:
l)"Penguin"
- covered jar (Plate 13)
2)"Dajacer"
- vase or weedpot (Plate 14)
3)"Jewel
Box"




covered jar- (Plate 16)
These again were intended to be sculptures as well a,s con
tainers. The two tall covered jars
("Penguin"
and "Claw
Figure") were not conceived as conventional containers.
They were meant more as a type of storage container for
grains or such. They became rather large in order that
they might serve such a purpose, but this presented many
problems and caused them to be less successful. The "Jewel
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Box"
was an offshoot from my early work on jewelry boxes
and does not quite fit my thesis topic. It is a sculp
turally treated work, but more a box than a sculpture.
These pieces were made in the same manner as the
previous group. The clay color is similar on all the pieces,
and there is less color va.ria.tion than in the first group.
The first three works were fired from the green state to
cone five reduction. I then refired ea>ch of the pieces,
a.dding touches of bright colors on the exteriors and in
teriors. The "Penguin" and the "Dancer" were glazed in
parts with a bright low-fire orange. The interior of the
"Penguin"
was glazed with the same orange but fired, an
almost transparent yellow due to some reduction in the
kiln. This glaze livened the pieces considerably and I
decided then to search for more of these low-fire glazes
to use on later pieces. The "Jewel
Box"
was built so that
it had areas where I could use a blue-green puddle glaze.
I felt that the jewel-like puddle glaze wa,s most suitable
for a sculptural jewelry box. This piece was also glazed
on the interior with the off-white silky matte, 1000AHL,
and on the outside with black slip in a few places.
The last piece in this group, the "Claw
Figure,"
was
bisqued during the summer of 1967, and refired to cone
five reduction during the summer of 1968. It did not have
too much variation in clay color due to a too even re
duction. I therefore decided to try a low temperature
glaze and refired it with a yellow-orange mixture made
from the Thompson glazes. Since it would only fit in the
large Alpine I was forced to include it in a cone 08
bisque fire. In this firing much of the color in the glaze
was burned away, leaving only traces of yellow in some of
the indentations. The rest of the glaze became almost
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transparent. This glaze firing gave more variety to the
surfaces of the piece, but it still remains one of my less
satisfactory works.
In these pieces I again tried to use a single foot,
but to vary my approach. The three figurative pieces stand
on a single foot, the most successftil being the
"Dancer."
Its flaring foot weights the small figure effectively. In
the other two the feet are not successful because they
carry heavier and larger figures. Both works will stand
unsupported, but they have a tendency iio lean to one side.
The flair, such as on the foot of the
"Dancer," would have
helped these other two stand better than their narrow feet
do. The single foot too easily gives way in the face of
any excess weight, and too easily becomes of-bala,nced
either in drying or firing. In the "Claw
Figure" I cut off
part of the base before it had dried out in order to make
it stand more securely. This helped, but in the cone five
firing it fell over and became unbalanced again. With the
"Penguin"
I had ground the bottom surface after the firing
in order to level it, and I was forced to try this method
again with the "Claw Figure," Both now stand, but remain
dangerously unstable.
This third group of works was also made during Summer,
1967. They are smaller in size than those of the first




- covered jar (Plate 17)
2)
"Llama"
- planter (Plate 18)
3) "Persian Lady
Elephant"
- vase (Plates 19, 17)
4)"Black
Bishop"
- covered jar (Plate 20)
5)"Fat
Bishop"
- covered jar (Plate 20)
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6)Figure I - covered jar (Plates 21 and 22)
7)Figure II - vase (Plates 21 and 22)
8)Figure III - vase (Plates 21 and 22)
With these smaller pieces I was aiming to give my works
a more functional aspect which seemed to be getting lost
in some of the works. The large pieces became too
unwield-
ly to really be considered very functional. The first three
works are based on animal motifs, while the last five are
all some kind of figure. Each of these works was ma,de with
textural slabs, as those done previously*. Being small in
size, they were all done fairly quickly. There was no wait
ing for drying in order to complete a piece and the drying
out period was also much shorter. Most of these again have
great variation in clay color, from the very light tan
body to a deep black (caused by a heavy reduction firing).
None of these were glazed on the exterior because of the
contrasting clay colors. The
"Llama"
has a particula-rly
lovely variation, ranging from a very light brown to a




have very black bodies with high
lights of light tan. The other figures also have some
contrasting clay colors, but more subtle variations than
in those already mentioned. The covered jars were glazed
on the interior, mainly to make them more functional, i. e.;
waterproof, easier to clean, smoother. The two
"Bishops"
were glazed once at cone five, but unsatisfactorily. I
then tried reglazing them with the low fire glazes: the
"Black
Bishop"
with Thompson yellow and the "Fat Bishop"
with orange. The "Crawling
Creature"
and Figure II were
also glazed with this orange. Figure I was glazed on the
interior with a low fire green. The bright colors of these




the creatures and figures a new animation.
As I said previously, these pieces were made very
quickly and with much enjoyment on my part. There were no
problems with structure or warping, mainly because of
their small size and also because of all the lessons I
learned from my earlier work.
The last group of works was made during the summer of
1968. These are small in size, some thrown and some
hand-
built. This last summer I wanted to create more of the
small figures, trying different approaches in building and
glazing. I also wanted to make some successful thrown
pieces on which the decoration was thin layers of different
clays. These works fall into two categories:




2)Handbuilt figures (Plate 24)
All the thrown wares were made with the #2 tan stone
ware clay and decorated with thin bands of the #3 stone
ware clay. The pitchers include a group of very small
pieces (about four inches in height). These all have very
different forms made with the intention of dispensing with
handles that might interfere with the decorations. I
succeeded in making four different shapes that did not
need handles; only one, slightly larger than the rest,
was given a handle. All of these were decorated with various
textured bands of the red clay. Two larger pitchers were
also decorated in the same manner, but with a heavier tex
ture. None of these works wa,s trimmed because a little
extra thickness was needed on the bottom to counteract
the addition of the bands of clay. This procedure worked
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very well; there were no cracks during drying or firing.
All of these thrown works were bisqued, glazed with SAC 20,
and fired to cone five oxidation. The interiors were
glazed with- the opaque white SAC 20 and the exteriors with
the glossy transparent base of the SAC 20. The glaze
worked very well over the tan body, allowing specks of
iron to show through on both the interior ajad exterior.
A set of mugs was made and gla.zed in the same manner.
The vases were also created in the same way, but with a
minimum of decoration. These were bisqued, then glazed
only on the interiors with the 65G blue glaze and fired to
cone five reduction. They were really not reduced at all
and the kiln did not even reach cone five. But they turned
out very well despite this firing and I decided to leave
them as they were. The unglazed exterior provides an in
teresting contrast against the blue interior. In these
thrown works I feel that I solved the problems of structure
and design encountered in the beginning.
Some of the hajidbuilt pieces were made in the same
manner as the earlier figures (Figures I, II, a,nd III).
For these works I used the #2 and #3 bodies. The new figures
were also made from slabs of textured clay. In all my works
this last summer I tried to simplify my designs a,nd use ,
textures more sparingly. I also tried combining small thrown
forms with slahs. In these I used the same two clay bodies.
The works were bisqued and then fired to cone five reduction.
These too did not make cone five, but turned out very well
anyway. The variations between the two clays was sufficient
decoration and I glazed only those which were covered jars.
The designs for all these works stemmed from my previous
ones. Each of the pieces relates to either animal or human
forms. In this way even the very functional pitchers can




As I said in the first chapter, I had wanted to create
works that had a special, almost whimsical animation. It
was very difficult to create a jewelry box with such a feel
ing. My two final jewelry containers (Plates 2 and 3) did
attain somewhat of an animated feeling, but they were becom
ing more like sculptures than containers. One of these
(Plate 3) was based on animal forms and the other (Plate 2)
on plant forms. I had done numerous sketches of plants in
the Rochester Conservatory. While working on these two
pieces I ha,d discovered the technique of wedging to crea,te
interesting textures. I now had a means (the wedged textures)
and an inspiration (animated creatures based on both plant
and animal forms) that became the basis of my next project
of creating animal sculptures. My search for idea,s was
going on constantly. Further visits to the Conservatory
led me to appreciate the textures of the different plants,
especially the variety of surfaces on the different types
of cacti. Many of the textures created on my animal creatures
came from the plants that I saw. Sometimes the textures even
imitated the bark of trees, especially in Plate 8.
Forms from na,ture were thus my starting point. During
the year 1966.-1967 I wa,s also attending Hobart's History of
Pottery Class and found inspiration in many of the works
we studied. I found myself especially drawn to Persian
works and I began going through every book I could find on
Persian art, looking for motifs I could develop into ideas
of my own. Here too I was drawn to the very textured land
scapes and also to the delightful animals in the early
Persian illuminated manuscripts. One manuscript in partic
ular, the bestiary Manafi-al-Hayawan (dated 1295-1300) is
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outstanding in its beautiful illustrations. As of Summer,
1967, I had only seen a few plates from this book, but
the next year I searched and found most of its illustra
tions reproduced in a variety of books on Persian art.
The more I see, the more I feel that these works relate
to mine, even though I had not seen all of them before
making most of my works. The animals of the
Manafi-al-
Hayawan have the same kind of delightful animation (especial
ly "The Elephants
Embracing," "The Bears," and "The
Giraffe"
- Plates 25, 26, and 27). I was trying to .create in my
creatures. The work I call "Persian Lady
Elephant" (Plate 19)
stems directly from the "Elephants
Embracing,"
although
many people seem to consider it part of the female figure.
I had borrowed certain linear features from the illustra
tion, trying to capture the sa,me carefree elegant awkward
ness of the beast, "The two interlocking elephants are for
grandeur of style and for unrivalled simplicity of execution
undoubtedly one of the finest pages in the
manuscript."!
The concentric lines of the bodies intrigued me and I set
out to create a similar pa,ttern with my varied colored
slahs of clay. The textures used resemble the wrinkled
flesh of an elephant, while still giving an almost elegant
quality to the work. "Even the more monumental
'Elephants'
and Zebu a,re drawn with a regard for the texture of the
animals; the throat line of the zebu being deliealely con
toured to correspond to the folds in nature. The trunks of
the elephants too have the softer undersides and the loose
folds of the skin are recorded in contrast with the
p





Vol. XXIII, p. 231.
2Basil Gray, Persian Painting (Cleveland, 1961), p. 22.
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The Persian landscapes of a slightly later period
(1400-1500) also relate to the textural qualities present
in my works. In "Crows Burning out the
Owls" (Plate 28)
the textures created by the birds and the elements of the
landscape are almost overwhelming. It becomes difficult
to distinguish the subjects from the background. In "The
Heron, the Crab and the
Fishes" (Plate 29) the textures
are more subtle, but even more rich in the variety of
forms and patterns (see also Plate 30). The detailed patr-
tern work so prevalent throughout Persian art interested
me and I feel now that my enjoyment of it comes through
in the playful decorations on my works. In some pieces
the textures are almost overpowering and they would seem
to wind around endlessly, creating new patterns and re
peating old ones.
Another element of Persian art which was to influence
me was Persian calligraphy. I found it another rich source
of idea,s. I took Persian symbols (such a,s in Plate 31) and
turned them into figures by various means: repeating them,
inverting them, combining them. One work to emerge from
this method was the "Claw
Figure."
He grew out of a sketch
of a bird drawn from a decoration on a ceramic plate. I
turned my dra,wing upside down and began abstracting the
lines until it became a calligraphic sketch, still some
what birdlike in its outlines. Another work which grew
from this method is the
"Man."
He ha,d begun as a birdlike
creature, but as I continued my sketching he took on more
of the features of a human figure and I decided that this
was the one I would create in the clay. Through this way
of drawing I often came up with a number of sketches. The
"Penguin"
grew from the sketches I had made for the "Claw
Figure."
It would seem that the Persians also used such a
method. "Sometimes the calligraphers amused themselves by
-18-
making pictures with letters of the alphabet or
with deft,
sure lines suggesting such letters, as in the 17th century
Persian drawing of a bird and a large monogram, or tughru,
with characteristic decorative motives of cloud bands,
hyacinths, and floral scrolls in blue, red, and gold.
"-3
A kind of calligraphic feeling also comes through in
some of the textures I created, especially those on thrown






Persian calligraphy thus inspired forms as well as decora
tions for me. The repetition of textures in a band around
my thrown pieces (Plate 23) reflects the decorative quality
of Persian writing. The Persians also decorated their
pottery with Arabic script, but they used it for its
^Joseph Upton, "Calligraphy and Book Illumination," in
M. S. Dimand, Islamic Miniature Painting (New York, 1933),
p. 7.
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literal as well as decorative aspects. I only used the
abstractions that I could draw from the script. "Arabic
script lends itself admirably to decorative treatment.
The
twentyeight letters of the alphabet (32 in Persian, 34 in
Turkish) are written from right to left and all but five
are based on two curves ; the deep curve of the final
O(n), the other, the shallow curve of the final V(h)
Thus there is a natural harmony and repetitive pattern set
up by the letters. "Single pages of calligraphy are still
highly valued in Persia the variety in the script and in
the arrangement of the writing on the page usually showing
great ingenuity, with the emphasis placed on pattern rather
than
legibility."^
And as another art historian notes: "The
calligraphers were fortunate in having at their disposal
an alphabet more perfectly adaptable to artistic use than
any other system of letters. The Arabic script supplies
beautiful verticals that may be rhythmically massed, and
at the same time interwoven bases that give the composition
balance and a visible fluidity. The strokes, the spacing,
and the size all permit a wide range of
expressiveness."
I feel that I attained a similar kind of rhythm in my
works by repeating the textural patterns I created. The
"Islamic
Jar" is one of my works in which the form was
inspired by a calligraphic symbol. The decoration again
is simply a richly textured surface which winds its way
upward over the figure, repeating itself in certain areas.
Another influence which runs through all my work is
^Upton, pj>. cit. , pp. 3-4.
^Ibid. , p. 6.
^Arthur U. Pope, Introduction to Persian Art (London, 1930),
pp. 102-103.
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that of my involvement in the field of textiles. While
developing my own way of using textures in clay, I was
also learning to weave and working on hooked rugs. Frans
pointed out that my works had a definite woven feeling to
them (see Plates 4 and 5). I was not consciously trying to
carry my work in textiles over to the clay, although my
designs for both the clay and the wool came from the same
Persian sources. I feel now that working in these two craft
areas only helped to enrich my work in both fields. Textiles
gave me free rein to splurge with color and gave me the
incentive to strive for more color in my ceramic works.
Ceramics helped me to add a more sculptural feeling to my
work in textiles (see Plate 32). I used similar animal
motifs throughout my work in both fields and in both I
tried to create very lively things that would cause enjoy
ment rather than serious thought (see Plate 33 j. My own
philosophy concerning my work brings me a,gain to the Per
sian art world: "It must be admitted that Persian painting
betrays no intellectual grasp of the structure of things.
The Persian outlook is essentially and incurably romantic.
It enjoys what is marvellous, it is quite ready to believe
the incredible. The painter stages his scene for his own
and the spectator's enjoyment, much as might be arranged
in a
theater."'





1 Dark Stoneware Body A 9
- 10
Kentucky Ball- Clay 30
Cedar Heights Goldart Clay 25
A P Green Fire Clay 20
Cedar Heights Redart Clay 10






Red Iron Oxide 3
2 Tan Stoneware Body ^ 5
- 9
A P Green Fire Clay 100
Jordan 100
Tennessee #5 Ball Clay 100
3 SAC Stoneware A 5 - 9
Kentucky Special Ball Clay 100
XX Sagger Clay 100
Cedar Heights Redart. Clay 50
Fire Clay 25
Bentonite 3
Red Iron Oxide 3
Black Body A 5
Manganese Dioxide 2
Red Iron Oxide 2
North American Fire Clay 13
Kentucky Special Ball Clay 25
Tennessee #5 Ball Clay 25






Black Slip A 04 - 9




Red Iron Oxide 5
Cobalt Carbonate 2.5









Yellow - Orange Slip A 04 - 9
Cedar Heights Redart Clay 100
Rutile 15
Granular Rutile 5








Yellow Stain G510Q 8
Note: Can be used at A 5 with P545 at 18.
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Thompson Red (opaque) A 08 oxidation




Thompson Yellow (opaque) A 08 oxidation




Note: I used equal parts of the above two glazes to
obtain a bright orange glaze. I also found that
firing the Thompson gla;zes in a bisque kiln pro
duced a scum on the glaze. To prevent this, 1.5
grams of Whiting were added to the batch recipe
and the problem was solved. It is still best not
to fire this glaze in a bisque kiln as the faster
the ware is fired, the less chance there is of
any problems occurring with the glaze.





Base is amber in color.
Base + Iron Oxide 3.6 = yellow.
Base + Copper Ca,rbonate 0.5 = blue-green.
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Peter Gerbic's Yellow-green A 04 oxidation














Base is bright transparent.
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Pla,te 1. Jewelry box

Plates 2 and 3. Jewelry containers

Plates 4 and 5- Animated sculptures

Plate 6 . Animated sculpture

Plate 7. Teapot (lower left)
Plate 8. Sculptural group (upper right)

Plate 9. "Sunken Ship" - covered jar






































Plate 14. "Dancer" - vase or weedpot

Plate 15. "Jewel Box" - covered jar

TECHNOLOGY UMU#





(lower left part of lower left Plate)

Plate 18. "Llama" - planter





Plate 20. "Black Bishop" - covered jar (left)
"Fat Bishop" - covered jar (right)

Plate 21. Figures II and III - vases (upper left)
Plate 22. Figure I - covered jar
(center of lower right)

Plate 23. Thrown pieces -
pitchers and mugs

Plate 24. Handbuilt figures -
three vases and one covered jar (second from left)

Plate 25. "The Elephants
Embracing"










Source: Natural History, LXVII, 10.
Standing bear, in Persian picture,
clutches some
unidentifiable object to che'st. Text states
that cubs are held up in air to
"strengthen"
them.
Persian painting of giraffe, left, is remarkably
accurate, considering unlikelihood that the
artist had actually ever seen
"camel-cow-leopard."
Plate 28. "Crows Burning out the
Owls"
Plate 29. "The Heron, the Crab and the
Fishes"
Source: L. Binyon, Persian Miniature Painting ,
Plates XXXV and XXXVI.

Plate 30. "The Concourse of the Birds"
Source: The Metropolitan Museum of Art Bulletin,
XXV, 9, May 1967.

Plate 31. Kufic inscription




Above, Section of Kufic inscription. Kazvin, Masjid-i-Haidaria.
Early 12th century.
Drawn by Farajollah Bazl.
Plate 32. Hooked rug (detail)

Plate 33. "The Peacock" - batik

